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Chapter 3648

Before long, frantic footsteps could be heard from outside.

It was clear there were a lot more people outside, more than Jeff’s experts.

Blood would fill up the entire building if the situation wasn’t handled properly!

After hearing Harvey’s words, Jeff’s trusted subordinate stepped forward. The man

screamed, “Even if you’re the head of Law Enforcement, what gives you the right to bark at Young Master Bauer?!”
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“Longmen and the Bauer family are two different things! You think you can just get

involved with the family’s affairs so easily?!”

People were completely moved by the subordinates‘ words. They started screaming in unison.

They were all claiming that the head of Law Enforcement had no right to take down Jeff.

At the same time, a few other subordinates saw people with crossbows and sniper rifles peeking their heads out on the high
ground, waiting for the moment to pull the trigger.

“True, Longmen does not have the right to govern the Bauer family…”

Harvey’s words made the entire crowd freeze.

“That said, Young Master Bauer is supported by half of Longmen’s branch leaders along with the Inner and Outer Halls.”
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“He’s using Longmen’s resources. In other words, Longmen is his support!”

“He should be considered one of Longmen’s higher–ups at this point, right?”

“But at such a crucial moment, all of you are telling me that Longmen cannot hold him?”

“Are you joking?”

The screams immediately halted; they didn’t know how to refute those words.

Harvey was right: Jeff was already considered a higher–up of Longmen, since he had used so many resources from the
organization.

“I haven’t officially joined Longmen yet though, Harvey!”

Jeff stood up with an expression as cold as ice.

“You think the people will agree with you if you capture me using Longmen’s rules?”

“Can your disciples even go along with your order?”

“You make a good point.”

Harvey nodded with a reasonable look.

“Since you want to talk reason with me, Jeff, I’ll happily oblige!”

“Go on! Spread the word!”

“From now on, those in Longmen who listen to Jeff’s orders…”

“Will be executed without hesitation! Even the elders will not be spared!”



“As you wish!” the disciples of Law Enforcement exclaimed.

Harvey was blatantly cutting off Jeff’s support!

Without Longmen, Jeff would be nothing!

He would be able to take Jeff out at any moment!

“You’re shameless, Harvey!”

Jeff wanted nothing more than to rip Harvey to shreds.

“Enough, Young Master Bauer. Stop with this nonsense.”

Harvey crossed his arms, his face frosty.

“I’m giving you two choices. Number one: admit you’re a part of Longmen and accept your punishment.”

“Number two: deny that fact, and I’ll leave with my men. I can let you off the hook for what happened today, but from now on,
you’ll have to completely break off from Longmen!”

“Whoever in Longmen has connections with you after this will be taken out immediately!”

“Well? How are you going to choose?”

Jeff scoffed coldly.

“I choose neither.”

“If I kill you right now, I can do whatever I want!”


